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David Oliver: A mandate for mismanagement
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The 2015 Conservative election manifesto committed to make
England “the first nation in the world to have a genuinely seven
day NHS,” including “seven day a week access for everyone to
a GP” and “hospitals properly staffed, so that the quality of care
is the same every day of the week.”1

Conservative ministers, government communications teams,
and some journalists have repeatedly argued that the outright
election victory has given the party an “electoral mandate” to
govern, albeit in a system where only 37% of the electorate
voted for it.2 They maintain that electoral victory also represents
a mandate for specific election pledges, such as those made on
health.
Junior doctors and consultants have protested against imposing
contracts on staff who already work at weekends and cannot
contractually opt out of doing so.3 GPs, hospital doctors, and
nurses have highlighted their serious workforce and funding
crises and the high number of unfilled posts.4-6 Major cuts in
social care funding have affected delivery and spending on the
NHS.7 Performance is tailing off, even in existing weekday
service provision, as demand rises.8

Nomatter, say defenders of the government’s stance. They have
an electoral mandate: they are pushing ahead, and criticising
policy means that people are less committed to quality services
than the politicians.
The education secretary, Nicky Morgan, recently defended a
policy of forcing all schools—primary and secondary, good and
poor—to become academies.9 But this was not pledged in the
manifesto of only a year before.1 No mandate there, then.
Nor did it include any such pledge to slash benefits to disabled
people by a further £4.4bn, as announced in the 2016 budget.10
If the manifesto is a manual for electoral legitimacy, just read
it.
And there was no mandate in the 2010 election for Andrew
Lansley’s 2012 Health and Social Care Act, now pretty
universally regarded as a costly, unnecessary train wreck, even
by Conservatives.11 Indeed, it breached a mandate for “no
top-down reorganisation.”12

The 2015 Tory manifesto did include a mandate to implement
a cap on long term social care costs, as recommended by the

Dilnot Commission report13; the party reneged and delayed it
until at least 2020. And there was no mandate to cut public
health budgets by £200m despite manifesto pledges to “help
you and your family to stay healthy.”14

The truth is that mandates require realistic plans and competent
delivery: a costed, funded, staffed, and risk assessed government
programme for implementation. Soundbites won’t cut it. And
delivery requires engaged, motivated frontline staff, so why is
the government antagonising and demoralising them?
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